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How to work with diagrams and 
charts

Each time you work with a diagram, 
follow these steps:
1. What do the x- and the y-axis stand 

for?
2. When there are two or more lines 

or curves, what do the different 
lines/curves stand for?

3. How do the lines/curves run?
4. What does the whole diagram tells 

you?

You can follow the same steps if 
you work with bar charts. The only 
difference is that there are bars and 
(normally) no lines or curves.

When you work with a pie chart:
1. Find out what the different sec-

tions of the pie chart stand for.
2. Compare the different sections 

with each other.
3. What does the chart tell you?

Methods in biology

The next four pages give information 
on how to work with some of the 
most important methods in biolo-
gy – whether for normal lessons or 
for giving presentations. The better 
you know these methods, the easier 
biology will be!

How to describe pictures

Pictures can be used for many things, 
e. g. as a lead-in for a presentation, to 
illustrate certain facts and phenome-
na or simply to show which organisms 

How to 

3	A	bar	chart

2	A	diagram

4	A	pie	chart

Flow charts are special charts that 
help you to understand the	logical	
sequence of various processes.
To describe such a process in a flow 
chart, simply note down one step 
after another. Then connect the dif- 
ferent steps with arrows. These ar-
rows can have different meanings.

1	Camera

live in a certain habitat, as in the 
picture above. In order to work with 
pictures properly, you have to be able 
to describe them with the correct 
terms.

How to work with analogue 
models

In order to make it easier to under-
stand how certain structures work 
together or how a whole organ works, 
technical devices are often used as 
analogue	models.
The human eye is often compared 
with a camera, for example. 

Whenever you use such a model:
1. Find out which part of your model 

corresponds to which biological 
structure.

2. Find out how your model works	in	
principle.

3. Try to apply the model to the origi-
nal structure.

4. Compare how the model and the 
original work. Are there any dif- 
ferences?

5. Decide whether “your” analogue 
model is a good model or not. 

5	A	flow	chart

too much sun sun burn skin cancer

then, causes 
next step, leads to

can lead to, (can cause)
consequence, effect

New words

(to) run = hier: verlaufen (Kurve)
(to) increase = zunehmen
(to) decrease = abnehmen
bar chart = Balkendiagramm
pie chart = Kreisdiagramm
section = Abschnitt
logical = logisch
sequence = Sequenz, Abfolge

Useful phrases

for working with charts and diagrams:
The number of …/ time/ year/ age is 
put down on the … -axis.
The ... line/ curve stands for …
The number of … increases/ de-cre-
ases…
At the crossing point of the two  
lines …

A minimum/ maximum of …
There are much more/ less …  
than … 
The more …, the less …
This means that …
This diagram illustrates that …
From … we can conclude that …

New words

certain = bestimmte, gewisse  
habitat = Lebensraum
device = Gerät
analogue model = Analogmodell
(to) correspond (to) = entsprechen
in principle = im Prinzip
(to) apply (to) = anwenden (auf)

Useful phrases

for describing pictures and photos:

This is a picture/ photo of …
In the picture, there is/ are …
In the photo, I can see … 
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